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Introduction
Route choice (RC)
Predict the route that a traveler would choose to go from
the origin (O) to the destination (D) of her trip.
O D
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Introduction
Challenges












1 Not based on paths
2 Modeling element: mental representation
3 The general framework may be network-free
Applications:
1 Traffic assignment
2 Design of route guidance systems
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MRI model and case study
Main idea behind the MRI model
A path is solely the implementation of the route choice.
How can we represent a route in a behaviorally realistic way without
increasing the model complexity?
→ Mental Representation Item (MRI)
Kazagli, E., Bierlaire, M., and Flo¨ttero¨d, G. (2015). Revisiting the Route
Choice Problem: A Modeling Framework Based on Mental Representations.
Technical report TRANSP-OR 150824. Transport and Mobility Laboratory,
ENAC, EPFL.
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MRI model and case study
Mental Representation Item (MRI)
MRIs are associated with mental representations used in daily
language to describe a route.
An MRI is an item characterising the mental representation of an
itinerary:
E.g. a highway, the city center or a bridge.
Strategic decisions.
A route is one MRI or a sequence-of-MRIs.
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MRI model and case study
Borla¨nge data
X GPS data → map-matched trajectories
X Borla¨nge road network:
1 3077 nodes and 7459 unidirectional links
2 Link travel times
3 Clear choices
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MRI model and case study
Borla¨nge road network and MRI choice set





movement around the CC,
avoid the CC}
→ Cn = {CC, CL, CO, AV}
for all individuals n
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MRI model and case study
Example of MRI choice set based on representative paths
——— CC alternative
——— CL & CO alternatives
——— AV alternative
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where i is an MRI alternative and Vin the deterministic part of the utility function
that is specified based on the representative paths.
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MRI model and case study
Estimation results
Parameters Parameter value; Rob. Std (Rob. t-test 0)
ASCCL, CO -2.11; 1.44; (-1.47)
ASCAV 1.87; 2.09; (0.89)
βTIMECC -0.772; 0.274; (-2.82)
βTIME
(0−10min)
CL, CO -0.286; 0.165; (-1.74)
βTIME
(>10min)
CL, CO -0.616; 0.216; (-2.86)
βTIMEAV -0.583; 0.187; (-3.11)
βLEFT -0.288; 0.130; (2.22)
βIS -0.0474; 0.022; (-2.16)
Number of observations 139
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Applications
Traffic assignment
Consider the assignment of a single n with known OD. We are interested in P(a | Cn)
that traveler n crosses any link a, given her MRI choice set Cn
P(a | Cn) =
∑
i∈Cn
P(a | i) · P(i | Cn)
operational component behavioral component
where P(a | i) is the probability of using link a given that MRI i is chosen, expressed by
P(a | i) =
∑
p
1(a ∈ p) · P(p | i)
where 1(a ∈ p) is the zero/ one indicator of path p containing link a and P(p | i) is the
probability of traveling along path p given that MRI i is chosen.
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Applications
Path vs link MRI consistency
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Applications
Specification of P(p | i)
Let s iv be the consistency of node v with MRI i .
s iv follows the definition of the MRIs
if v is contained in the MRI’s geographical span
→ s iv = 1, and 0 otherwise.




v for every MRI i ∈ Cn.
Then











· spans over all MRIs in Cn, tp is the travel time on path p, and
α > 0, β < 0 are real-valued coefficients.
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Applications
Metropolis-Hastings sampling of paths
The number of paths with nonzero probability of being selected given that
MRI i is chosen may be too high to be enumerated for the computation of
the link choice probabilities P(a | Cn).
Solution: Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm [Flo¨ttero¨d and Bierlaire, 2013] to
draw, for each i , a large number of Qi paths from P(p | i). Then





1(a ∈ pqi )
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Applications
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Applications
Link choice probabilities conditional on the AV alternative
!
"
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Applications
Link choice probabilities conditional on the CC alternative
!
"
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Applications
Link choice probabilities conditional on the CL alternative
!
"
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Applications
Link choice probabilities conditional on the CO alternative
!
"




1 Guidance on VMS3
2 Radio announcements
3 Oral instructions in in-vehicle navigation systems
3Variable message signs.
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Applications








P(AV | a) = 0.000
P(CC | a) = 0.069
P(CL | a) = 0.186
P(CO | a) = 0.745
“Avoid the city center (i.e. use AV), and in particular do not
travel through Backaviadukten (i.e. avoid CO).”
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Possible to have a meaningful model using simple heuristics.
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Conclusion
Future steps
1 More case studies and model specifications.
2 MRI sequences.
3 Multiple-level representation.
4 Comparison & combination with the RL model [Fosgerau et al., 2013]
and the cross-nested logit model.
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Appendix
The MRI components
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Appendix
Specification of utility functions
Deterministic approach assuming a representative path per MRI
1 For each MRI determine a representative node r .
2 For each alternative, consider the sequence of nodes associated with
the sequence of MRIs.
3 Generate the path starting from the O and connecting the nodes in
the sequence through the shortest path up to the D.
4 The attributes and utility functions of the MRIs are those of the
representative path.
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Appendix
Example of observed routes (1)
Around the CC movements
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Appendix
Example of observed routes (2)
Avoid the CC alternatives
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Appendix
Example of observed routes (3)
Through the CC movements
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